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The home decorator's bible of achievable paint effects. With step-by-step instructions and close-
up swatches showing colour variations, over 150 recipes cover a range of paint finishes for
different surfaces. Whether you want a quick, up-to-the-minute makeover on a piece of furniture
or to spend time re-creating a period look in your home, the Paint Recipe Book will tell you all
you need to know about paint effects and exactly how to achieve them.

"Examples demonstrate how unique designs, developed by some of our region's best architects,
have successfully integrated daylighting solutions and maximized environmental performance,
illustrating a design process that can be modified to fit any environment."―David Miller,
University of WashingtonAbout the AuthorChristopher Meek is research assistant professor of
architecture at the University of Washington. Kevin Van Den Wymelenberg is assistant professor
of architecture at the University of Idaho.
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Mini Farming: Self-Sufficiency on 1/4 Acre



HEC, “Paint Recipe Book. As a long-time 'do-it-yourselfer', you can never have too many books
on painting ideas . Great to refer to and try new things.Friends and relatives love looking through
my 'library', which is growing significanly... thanks to Amazon!”

Mrs. MM Woodward, “Up-cycle her I come.. This book contains all the methods you might
possibly wish to learn to make re-cycling old furniture fun. My brother has had a cope for many
years and I finally decided I wanted my own copy.Well worth buying if you want a more individual
look to your home and furniture.”

Sarah, “Four Stars. as described”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 6 people have provided feedback.
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